PatentAdvisor®

Examiner Time Allocation (PatentAdvisor ETA™) and
LexisNexis PatentAdvisor® Examiner Lottery Framework™

Improve patent prosecution outcomes by understanding your examiner’s behavior patterns. Equipped with the
PatentAdvisor™ Examiner Lottery Framework™, you will know that extra effort, time and money may be required
if you are assigned to a difficult examiner with a yellow or red PatentAdvisor ETA score.

Understand why certain patent
applications take longer than
others to reach allowance—then
use this knowledge to devise
better strategies and manage
resources.

Craft a more effective, systematic
prosecution strategy with
comprehensive patent analytics
based on the context of the entire
USPTO.

Draft Application

Target a favorable technology center group with
LexisNexis PathWays™

Submit patent application to the USPTO

Get assigned to an art unit and patent examiner

Learn more about your assigned examiner and art unit
with Examiner Lottery Framework

+
PatentAdvisor ETA
An exclusive metric that measures
how an examiner behaves. It is a
predictive indicator of prosecution
length that easily identifies cases
that require extra care and a wellcrafted prosecution strategy.

=
PatentAdvisor ETA
Distribution

Demonstrates examiner variability
by allowing you to see the exact
number of each type of examiner in
any USPTO defined group of
examiners—tech center, tech center
group, or art unit level.

Lottery map
This visual representation shows
you the likelihood of being assigned
to a specific type of examiner—red,
yellow or green.

Contrary to popular belief, examiners within the same art unit may
behave quite differently.

Adapt
Your Patent
Prosecution
Strategy
Accordingly

Green
0.1 to 2.5

Yellow
2.5 to 5.9

Red
6+

Quick Moving

Average Moving

Slow Moving

Low rate of office
actions to allowances

Average rate of office
actions to allowances

High rate of office
actions to allowances

Achieve the best possible outcomes for your patent
applications.

PatentAdvisor ETA vs. Examiner Allowance Rate
PatentAdvisor ETA is a better predictor of examiner’s behavior than Examiner Allowance Rate because it
takes into account the:

Complete Picture

Examiner Experience

Examiner Insights

Includes all pending cases in
the examiner’s case load.

Factors in how long the
examiner has been at the
patent office.

PatentAdvisor ETA is driven
by the examiner’s behaviors
and not by filer’s actions.

Learn more about these new game-changing metrics for predicting the path your application is likely to take
and use the Examiner Lottery Framework to improve your prosecution strategies.

LexisNexis® Intellectual Property Solutions.
Bringing clarity to innovation.
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To learn more visit us at

lexisnexisip.com/ExaminerLottery

